Too much turf
In recent weeks we’ve been talking about steps we can take in
Pottstown to mitigate climate
change.
Some, like installing
solar panels on school
roofs, are mostly a
matter of money and
effort.
Others
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way of thinking.
Consider turf grass. Lawns were
introduced to America from English manors about 200 years ago,
and today they mostly consist of
non-native grasses like Kentucky
bluegrass (from Europe and northern Asia) or Bermuda grass (from
Africa).
Big lawns were only affordable
by the rich until gasoline-powered
mowers were developed in the
20th century.
Now they’re everywhere.
It’s estimated lawns cover about
40 million acres nationwide, an

area the size of Georgia. They are
the nation’s largest irrigated crop,
taking up three times as much acreage as corn, our biggest food crop.
The grass in our lawns is never
allowed to reach its natural height.
Instead, lawns are constantly mowed
to attain a rich green appearance.
Nationally, maintaining lawns
costs about $40 billion per year.
Many lawns are frequently fertilized. The fertilizer later pollutes the
runoff into our rivers and streams.
Turf lawns may be attractive, but
they are ecological deserts. Because
they are shallow rooted, they don’t
absorb stormwater very well. They
don’t attract insects and other pollinators.
Large expanses of turf grass ought
to be broken up with meadows containing deep-rooted grasses and flowers that promote biological diversity.
Native grasses and plants can be
planted in any lawn to provide color
and diversity.
Smaller lawns can be supplemented with gardens.

TURF GRASSES ARE GREAT for athletic fields and golf courses, but they
aren’t great for the environment. Because turf grasses are a monoculture,
they impede biological diversity. Because they are shallow rooted, they
don’t absorb stormwater very well. And they need constant mowing, which
is costly and increases air pollution, including greenhouse gas emissions.

UNLIKE GRASS, foreground, meadows like this one at Edgewood School
absorb stormwater deep into the soil, break down pollutants, and provide a
habitat for pollinators and other wildlife. They only need to be mowed once
or twice a year.

